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a b s t r a c t
The connection between human sleep and energy exertion has long been regarded as part of the reasoning for the need to sleep. A recent theory proposes that during REM sleep, energy utilized for thermoregulation is diverted to other relevant biological processes. We present a mathematical model of human sleep/wake regulation with thermoregulatory functions to gain quantitative insight into the effects
of ambient temperature on sleep quality. Our model extends previous models by incorporating equations
for the metabolic processes that control thermoregulation during sleep. We present numerical simulations that provide a quantitative answer for how humans adjust by changing the normal sleep stage
progression when it is challenged with ambient temperatures away from thermoneutral. We explore the
dynamics for a single night and several nights. Our results indicate that including the effects of temperature is a vital component of modeling sleep.
© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Sleeping is one of the most important and many times overlooked physiological process in humans (Carskadon and Dement,
2011). It has been deﬁned as a state with decreased physical motility, lack of consciousness, and with elevated sensory thresholds
(Siegel, 2005). It is known and well-accepted that during sleep the
body undergoes many vital processes such as storing memories, repairing muscles, neuronal network re-organization, and synthesizing proteins (Shapiro et al., 1984).
There is abundant academic and lay literature on the sleep deprivation of modern society and the effects that this lack of sleep
can have on human health (Harrison and Horne, 20 0 0; Tarawah,
2017; Borbély et al., 1981; Pasula et al., 2018; Knott et al., 2017).
Studies have found strong relationships between a lack of suﬃcient sleep and diseases such as diabetes, obesity, high blood pressure, heart disease, among many others (Avidan, 2018; Imeri and
Opp, 2009). While the effects of not sleeping have been studied
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for decades, the precise function of sleep has in the past evaded
researchers.
Circadian-entrained healthy humans spend close to one third of
their lives sleeping. Therefore, understanding the factors that affect
sleep quantity and quality is vital. An important factor that can
affect sleep is temperature (Harding et al., 2019; Schmidt, 2014;
Schmidt et al., 2017). Humans, as well as other warm-blooded organisms have the ability to maintain a reasonable core body temperature while exposed to a fairly wide range of ambient temperatures. Thermoregulation is the process by which organisms maintain their core body temperature (Charkoudian, 2003; Romeijn
et al., 2012) as the ambient temperature deviates from thermoneutrality (around 29◦ ).
Recently published work by Schmidt presents a unifying theory of the function of sleep among all species (Schmidt, 2014).
The Energy Allocation Theory hypothesizes that the function of
sleep is to downregulate processes which are normally done
while awake (such as foraging, mating, escaping predators) and
to upregulate energy-expensive processes such as memory storage, protein synthesis, and muscle repair (Schmidt, 2014; Schmidt
et al., 2017). One of the most energy-expensive processes of humans is thermoregulation (Charkoudian, 2003), which is known
to be suspended during certain stages of sleep. Despite its importance and studies that conclude a strong relationship between
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thermoregulation and sleep, temperature remains one of the most
overlooked factors when studying sleep (Romeijn et al., 2012).
Some ways in which humans maintain healthy core body temperatures are: sweating, extending their bodies, and vasodilatation
to prevent overheating; shivering, vasoconstriction, and compressing their bodies to combat cold (Charkoudian, 2003). While asleep,
the body loses some of its ability to thermoregulate, freeing extra
energy for the processes reserved for sleep. If the body is not thermoregulating as much, body temperature will be strongly affected
by the ambient temperature. For this reason, the ambient temperature at which we sleep plays a crucial role in the quantity and the
quality of our sleep (Schmidt, 2014; Cheshire, 2016).
During sleep, the brain switches between two very different
states: Rapid Eye Movement (REM) and Non-Rapid Eye Movement
(NREM) (Carskadon and Dement, 2011). While in NREM, the human brain cortex shows slow-wave activity; the body presents
decreased muscle tone and decreased ability to thermoregulate
(Bassi et al., 2009). During REM, the cortex shows rapid, shortwave activity, similar to wake; the body presents a complete absence of muscle tone and an almost complete inability to thermoregulate. The signiﬁcant lack of movement and thermoregulation during REM sleep frees up a large amount of energy to perform other maintenance processes, like storing memories, as described in Schmidt (2014).
Mathematical models of sleep often neglect the effects of temperature on sleep (Achermann and Borbèly, 2003), as these effects pose additional complexities to the already-intricate nature
of sleep. However, given the potential impact of temperature on
both the quality and quantity of human sleep, including temperature as a model feature is imperative (Van Someren, 2006; Schmidt
et al., 2017; Schmidt, 2014). Thus, we have developed a mathematical model that incorporates this key component and its effects on
sleep, so that we may better describe and understand the mechanisms underlying sleep behavior when thermoregulation plays a
role.
In a previous paper, we developed a model of human
sleep/wake and REM/NREM behaviors that incorporated the inﬂuence of ambient temperature. This model focused on producing
results about the REM bout length and the number of awakenings during a night (Bañuelos et al., 2015). Due to the simplicity
of the model, in which temperature deviations could only cause
premature awakenings from REM sleep, we could not investigate
effects such as changes in the REM latency or percentage of REM
sleep. Our previous model (Bañuelos et al., 2015) only incorporated
the effects of temperature onto the Preoptic Anterior Hypothalamus (POAH) neurons (which are active during sleep), a brain region critical in the thermoregulation process (Boulant, 2006; Romanovsky, 2007). The extended model proposed in this paper of
the human sleep/wake system comprises neuronal populations involved in sleep/wake and REM/NREM cycles and incorporates several effects of temperature on the activation of these populations.
Furthermore, in order to incorporate the Energy Allocation
Theory proposed in Schmidt (2014), the model presented here
does not utilize a REM homeostat, but instead, makes use of a
temperature-dependent REM regulator. This mechanism is a hypothetical instantiation of how the REM-NonREM cycle might be
effected by the temperature-sensitive neurons contained in the
POAH. This implementation may provide insight for experimental
inquiry about the underlying connectivity between the POAH and
the neurons that regulate the REM-NonREM cycle.
That is, the propensity to fall into REM sleep depends mainly
on the body temperature rather than the amount of time spent in
NREM sleep. Moreover, this propensity is modulated by metabolic
expenditure necessary to maintain body temperature. Thus, when
the body uses a lot of energy to thermoregulate, REM latency increases. This extended model allows us to study new effects of

temperature on sleep rhythms, particularly on the REM bouts, and
hence on sleep quality and quantity.
In Section 2.1, we present a general description of the model
with details of the equations modeling the temperature effects. A
complete description can be found in the Appendix. Motivated by
experimental procedures in the literature, we investigate two simulation protocols, a Single Night Measurement and a Fixed Temperature Average. Detailed descriptions of these protocols are discussed in Section 2.2. Features of the model that allow temperature to affect the activity of the POAH and the temperaturedependent REM regulator are presented in Section 3.2. Model dynamics and the behavior of the model at the thermoneutral temperature of 29◦ are discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.1, respectively.
Results for the two simulation protocols at different temperatures
are discussed in Section 3.4. Further discussion and comparison
between our model and experimental results can be found in
Section 4.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Model equations
The model considered was mostly developed in Bañuelos et al.
(2015) and based on a model by Kumar et al. (2012). It consists
of 6 neuronal populations with directed, excitatory and inhibitory
connections: the preoptic area of the hypothalamus (POAH), the
brainstem reticular formation (CRF), the orexinergic neurons (ORX),
the midrain reticular formation (MRF), neuron populations promoting REM sleep (Ron), and neurons that inhibit REM sleep (Roff)
(see Fig. 1). The MRF and ORX are active during wake, while the
CRF and POAH are active during sleep. Details concerning the neuronal populations may be found in Bañuelos et al. (2015) and
Kumar et al. (2012). Here, we present additional temperature effects impacting the REM-OFF populations (represented by the blue
dashed inhibitory connection in Fig. 1), which will be discussed in
detail in Section 3.2.
In this section we review the basic description of the model and
we refer the reader to the Appendix for more details. The model,
which is based upon (Kumar et al., 2012), describes the mean activity of each neuronal population using Morris-Lecar equations
(Morris and Lecar, 1981):

vi = Iion,i (vi , wi ) + Ii −
wi =



Isyn ,

λ∞,i (vi )(w∞,i (vi ) − ωi ),

(1)

with i = {P OAH, CRF , ORX , MRF , Ron, Ro f f }. Here vi is interpreted
as the mean ﬁring rate of the ith neuronal population, and wi
is a variable representing the activation of a slow negative feedback mechanism responsible of terminating the activity episodes
of a population. The term Iion,i := ICa + IK + Ileak (see

Fig. 1. Model Diagram: Temperature effects are indicated by blue dashed lines. Notice that the temperature effects go directly to the POAH but also play a role in the
inhibitory connection from the POAH to the REM-OFF neuronal population.
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Eq. (A.1)) represents the intrinsic population dynamics, including
the mechanisms responsible of initiating and terminating the activity episodes, the latter depending on wi . The term Ii represents
the external applied current.
The term  Isyn for each population involves a speciﬁc combination of synaptic currents from neighboring populations and external sources, which can be excitatory and inhibitory. For instance,
in the case of POAH, the external currents correspond to the terms
Ih (t) and Icirc (t) which model the homeostatic and the circadian
processes, respectively. The synaptic current from population i to
population j is modeled as

Isyn,i→ j = gsyn,i→ j s∞,i→ j (vi )(v j − Esyn,i→ j ),
where gsyn,i → j is the strength of the synapse, Esyn,i → j is the
synaptic reversal potential and s∞,i → j is the activation function
with sigmoidal shape.
The functions w∞, i and λ∞,i in Eq. (1) correspond to the steady
state activation function and the rate constant function for the recovery variable wi , respectively.
Finally, we emphasize that some functions depend directly on
the body temperature Tb , namely, the activity of the POAH population described by vPOAH as well as the synaptic current IPOAH → Roff .
In turn, the body temperature Tb depends on the ambient temperature Ta and the model’s ideal body temperature Tset (see Fig. 3),
given by Eq. (A.3) as in Bañuelos et al. (2015).
A complete description of the model including the mathematical expressions for the functions described above, parameter values, and initial conditions for each simulation, can be found in the
Appendix.
2.2. Numerical simulations
Our model reproduces the activity of several neuronal populations associated with sleep patterns over several sleep/wake cycles. We numerically compute solutions of this model for different values of the parameter Ta describing the ambient temperature and initial conditions taken on the attracting periodic solution at Ta = 29◦ . For our model, Ta = 29◦ is considered the ideal
ambient temperature at which the body uses the minimum energy to thermoregulate, based on ambient temperature values from
several studies and prior models (Haskell et al., 1981b). For each
solution we calculate the following sleep features: “night length”,
time asleep, REM latency, number of awakenings, average awakening length, number of REM cycles, and average REM length.
The different sleep features were calculated as follows. The
night period is deﬁned as the time from the activation of POAH
population (vPOAH > 0) until the inactivation of POAH population
(vPOAH < 0), not including brief awakenings shorter than a few
minutes. Thus, the night length is the duration of the night period.
The time asleep is calculated by measuring the difference between
the total time spent awake during the night (vPOAH < 0) and the
night length. Since sleep begins with an episode on NREM activity,
we measure REM latency as the time from the activation of POAH

population (vPOAH > 0) to the ﬁrst time the REM-ON population
becomes active (vRon > 0). The number of awakenings are calculated by counting the number of times the POAH population becomes inactive during the night period. We also measure the time
awake during the night by calculating the amount of time POAH is
inactive during the night. Thus, we compute the average awakening length by dividing the total time spent awake during the night
by the number of awakenings. A REM cycle consists of a period
of NREM activity (vRoff > 0) followed by a period of REM activity
(vRon > 0).
Finally, the average REM length is calculated by adding the total time spent in each REM bout (vRon > 0) and dividing by the
number of REM cycles.
In this paper we present two different types of simulations.
First, we compute the solution for a single sleep/wake cycle for different ambient temperatures Ta ∈ {21◦ , 24◦ , 29◦ , 31◦ , 37◦ } as it was
done in Bañuelos et al. (2015). This set of temperatures is chosen to mimic experimental procedure presented by Haskell et al.
(1981a) for which the most experimental data is available. We will
refer to this simulation as Single Night Measurement. Since in our
modiﬁed model the temperature has an impact in the REM population, in addition to what was reported in Bañuelos et al. (2015),
we are now also reporting the REM latency. The results from this
simulation can be found in Table 1. We have chosen to do this simulation in order to compare the behavior of our model with the
data obtained by Haskell et al. (1981a).
In the second simulation henceforth referred to as Fixed Temperature Average, we compute the solution for thirty sleep/wake
cycles where the ambient temperature was ﬁxed at Ta ∈ {21◦ , 24◦ ,
31◦ , 37◦ }. That is, we simulate a human subject sleeping in an environment where the ambient temperature is at a constant, nonthermoneutral value (Ta = 29◦ ) for one month. The results from
this simulation are presented in Table 2 and show the measurements of the average of the sleep features described above. The
data for the ﬁrst night was excluded in this average computation to
accommodate for transients in the model. The transient behavior
seemed to be mostly contained within the ﬁrst night’s data, with
the second and subsequent nights all being very similar to each
other (comparison not shown) We have chosen to do this simulation in order to investigate the long-term effects of REM deﬁcits
caused by sleeping at temperatures away from thermoneutrality.
As discussed in Section 4 and motivated by the Energy Allocation
Theory (Schmidt, 2014), lack of REM might be the cause of many
different pathologies. We believe this study can motivate further
experimental questions and protocols.
3. Results
3.1. Results at thermoneutral
We present the sleep features for the solution of our model
at Ta = 29◦ which is considered thermoneutral, that is, without
temperature effects (see Fig. 1) and initial conditions on the limit

Table 1
Results of Single Night Measurement simulations at various ambient temperatures. The
initial conditions are set on the periodic orbit for 29◦ .
Temperature (◦ C)

Night Length (h)
Time Asleep (h)
REM Latency (min)
Num. Awakenings during night
Avg. Awakening Length (min)
Num. REM Cycles
Avg. REM Length (min)

3

21

24

29

34

37

6.40
6.21
116.16
3
3.88
4
8.30

6.18
6.11
104.10
1
4.44
4
11.48

7.96
7.96
101.28
0
n/a
5
20.33

6.64
6.46
115.92
3
3.56
4
10.04

6.99
6.72
156.18
3
5.26
4
4.72
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Table 2
Results of Fixed Temperature Average simulations. Here the average over 30 nights is
computed for the sleep features of night length, REM latency, number of awakenings during night, and number of REM cycles. The data for awakening length, and REM length is
averaged over each night and averaged over 30 nights.
Temperature (◦ C)

Night Length (h)
Time asleep (h)
REM Latency (min)
Num. Awakenings during night
Avg. Awakening Length (min)
Num. REM Cycles
Avg. REM Length (min)

21

24

29

34

37

7.65
7.39
133.37
3.97
3.90
4.97
8.35

7.54
7.40
121.90
1.97
4.21
4.97
12.00

7.96
7.96
101.30
0
n/a
5
20.33

7.73
7.47
128.71
3.77
4.04
4.77
10.05

7.78
7.47
174.37
3.53
5.25
4.53
4.55

cycle. Simulations at this temperature are designed to emulate a
typical night of sleep. Parameters are given in Table A.2 and were
chosen such that model simulations are consistent with available
experimental data concerning human sleep statistics. Our simulations indicate a typical 24-h cycle that consists of 8 h of sleep followed by 16 h of wakefulness (Fig. 2). The 8-h sleep, corresponding to positive vPOAH values, consists of periods of both REM and
NREM sleep. At thermoneutral, our model exhibits a night length
of 7.9 h and consists of 5 REM Cycles averaging 90.3 min in length.
This is consistent with ﬁndings that indicate that a typical night
of human sleep consists of 4-5 REM cycles of about 90–100 min
length (Benington and Heller, 1994; Clausen et al., 1974; Rogers
and Holmes, 2012). There are a number of more subtle experimental observations that are well replicated by the current model. REM
sleep should constitute approximately 20% of sleep. REM stage
sleep is not uniformly distributed across the night and REM bouts
tend to be longer in the second half of the night (Phillips et al.,
2013). Moreover, the ﬁrst REM bout of the night should be 5–
10 min long (Rogers and Holmes, 2012) and occur approximately
100 min into the night (Clausen et al., 1974). Our simulations yield
REM to be 20.3% of the night. Simulations exhibit REM bouts that
increase from 8 min for the ﬁrst bout to 36 min for the last with
the ﬁrst REM bout occurring 101 min into the night. Further details of the dynamics of the model can be found in Bañuelos et al.
(2015).
3.2. Temperature effects to POAH and REM regulator
There is a circadian rhythm of core body temperature, Tset in
our model, with an amplitude of about 0.5◦ around its mean of
37◦ (grey line in Fig. 3), and humans typically fall asleep during the descending phase of the temperature rhythm (Czeisler
et al., 1980b; Zulley et al., 1981). The variable Ct is the circadian

Fig. 2. The activity of various neuron groups during sleep/wake cycling at ambient
temperature Ta = 29◦ (thermoneutral). Periods of sleep are indicated by bold horizontal lines along the x-axis.

potential propensity to fall into REM, which depends on the circadian cycle of the temperature Tb . The variable Tset deﬁnes the ideal
body temperature for all points during a 24-h circadian cycle. In
our previous model (Bañuelos et al., 2015), we considered the temperature effects to the temperature-sensitive neurons in the POAH
(indicated by the blue dashed bubble and associated arrow of the
diagram in Fig. 1). During REM bouts, body temperature Tb , deviates from the target temperature Tset as there is an almost complete inability to thermoregulate. When this deviation exceeds a
threshold of 0.5◦ C (Tb = Tset ± 0.2 ), (lower bound indicated by the
dashed blue line in Fig. 3 and upper bound indicated by red line in
Fig. 3), then an inhibitory pulse is sent to the POAH in order to induce a brief awakening and restore thermoregulation (see Sections
2.5.1 and 3.3 in Bañuelos et al., 2015).
As a main novelty herein we include the effects of temperature
on the temperature-dependent REM regulator, causing variations in
the REM latency and duration of REM bouts. These effects are indicated in Fig. 1 by the blue dashed inhibitory connection between
the POAH and REM-OFF populations. We model these effects by
incorporating two different inputs on the temperature-dependent
REM regulator, body temperature, Tb , and total metabolic expenditure, m, as we describe below.
The synaptic current from POAH to REM-OFF neurons,
IPOAH → Roff includes an additional multiplicative term, syn, which
models the propensity to fall into REM and depends mainly on the
body temperature (see Eq. (2)). Speciﬁcally, this synaptic current
takes the form

IPOAH→Ro f f = gPOAH→Ro f f s∞,v (vPOAH , v5,POAH )syn(vRo f f − Esyn ).
When the variable syn reaches a certain critical value
(syn ≈ 0.327), POAH neurons inhibit REM-OFF neurons strongly
enough so that oscillations between REM-ON and REM-OFF
emerge (see Section 3.2 in Bañuelos et al., 2015). However, the
transition to the activation of REM-ON neurons may occur for

Fig. 3. Ideal body temperature, Tset , as set by circadian input. Allowable deviations
indicated by dashed lines. The lower bound is indicated by the dashed blue line
and the upper bound is indicated by the dashed red line. For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.
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5

Fig. 5. POAH activity during one night, showing awakenings at various ambient
temperature values.
Fig. 4. Time courses of syn, Ct , and vRon over 12 h covering a night cycle for three
different temperatures Ta ∈ {21◦ , 29◦ , 37◦ }. The left column compares variable values for temperatures cooler than thermoneutral, with Ta = 29◦ (grey) and Ta = 21◦
(blue) while the right column displays variable values for temperatures warmer
then thermoneutral, with Ta = 29◦ (grey) and Ta = 37◦ (red). For interpretation of
the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.

values of syn before the critical value is achieved due to transient
effects. In Fig. 4a and b, we show that for values of syn around
0.13 (indicated with a horizontal black line) there occurs the ﬁrst
transition to REM corresponding to the activation of the REM-ON
population (compare Fig. 4a to e and b to f).
The variable syn satisﬁes the following differential equation:

syn =

(Ct (Tb ) − syn )(syn + 0.35 )
H (vPOAH − vth )
τ3 ( m )
−

syn

τ4

H (vth − vPOAH ),

(2)

is large and so is the variable τ 3 (see Fig. 4, bottom), which controls the time rise of the variable syn during sleep time. Therefore
the variable syn rises more slowly than for Ta = 29◦ (see Fig. 4,
top), causing an increase in the REM latency with respect to thermoneutral. Notice that the activation of VRon occurs with a certain
delay with respect to thermoneutral.
In Fig. 5 we show the time course of vPOAH across a single night
at the following ambient temperatures: 21◦ , 24◦ , 29◦ , 34◦ , and 37◦ .
Awakenings that occur within a night correspond to vPOAH dropping into the awake activity range (vPOAH < 0). When the ambient temperature is thermoneutral (29◦ ), no awakenings occur during the night. As the ambient temperature deviates further from
thermoneutral, there is an increased need for thermoregulation
throughout the night, and thus an increased number of awakenings per night.
3.3. Model dynamics

where

Ct (Tb ) = 1 − (Tb − 36.5 ),
is the temperature-dependent circadian potential propensity, and

τ3 (m ) = 450 +

300
.
1 + e−(m−10)/2

(3)

The variable m measures the amount of metabolic processes that
the body needs to activate in order to keep the body temperature
at the target value Tset (see Eq. (A.3)):

m = H (Tb − Tset )

vc (Tb − Tset )
v (Tset − Tb )
+ H (Tset − Tb ) h
.
kc + (Tb − Tset )
kh + (Tset − Tb )

Notice that when the body needs to cool down (warm up, respectively), only the ﬁrst term (second term, respectively) contributes
to the variable m.
Czeisler et al. (1980a) report a particularly close relation between the circadian-modulated core body temperature and the
rhythm of REM sleep propensity. We incorporate this idea into our
model through the variable Ct , the circadian-mediated propensity
to fall into REM, which depends on the circadian cycle of the temperature Tb . During sleep, syn will grow towards the value Ct and
decay to zero during wake. Thus, as opposed to previous models,
we assume here that the propensity to transition into REM sleep
depends mainly on the body temperature rather than the amount
of time spent in NREM sleep, via the variable Ct . Indeed, Ct oscillates as Tb on a 24-h period but with opposite sign. When the body
temperature decays, Ct rises, which is usually at the beginning of
the night (see Fig. 4).
Moreover, when the body is using large amounts of energy to
keep the body temperature at the target temperature, which happens when Ta is far from thermoneutral (for instance Ta = 37◦ ), m

Model parameters have been chosen such that, at thermoneutral, the system has a stable limit cycle with a 24-h period (see
Tables A.1 and A.2 for parameter values).
More precisely, the variable vPOAH over one period remains
active (vPOAH > 0) for 8 h corresponding to sleep and inactive
(vPOAH < 0) for 16 h corresponding to wake.
The introduction of temperature effects on our system alters the
behavior of the system in a number of ways. In particular, deviations of body temperature from the acceptable range produce brief
awakenings during the night, thus causing changes in the cycle of
the variable vPOAH .
In Fig. 6, we numerically investigate how the ambient temperature Ta affects the dynamics of this system by looking at the
variables describing the activity of the POAH neuronal population. For different temperatures, we look at the values of wPOAH
when vPOAH = 0 (Poincaré section at vPOAH = 0) which correspond
to transitions from awake to sleep and vice versa. For ambient
temperatures near thermoneutral (between 28◦ and 31◦ ), model
simulations generate no awakenings and the trajectories approach
a limit cycle. Crossings occur only at two different values of wPOAH
corresponding to the onset and termination of sleep (see Fig. 6a).
The trajectory projected onto the vPOAH − wPOAH plane at 29◦ is
shown in Fig. 6c. The closed loop is indicative that the trajectory
has approached a limit cycle. For temperatures further away from
thermoneutral, the long-term behavior of the system is less clear.
Indeed, crossings of the section vPOAH occur for several values of
wPOAH without any detectable pattern (see Fig. 6a). Fig. 6b and d
show the trajectories onto the vPOAH − wPOAH for an extended simulation at 21◦ and 37◦ , respectively. While the trajectory remains
bounded, the periodicity of the trajectory is diﬃcult to assess. If
a stable limit cycle exists in these cases, it must either be weakly
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Fig. 6. (a) For different temperatures, we consider the values of wPOAH at the
times when the POAH activity transitions between active and inactive, i.e. when
vPOAH = 0. Panels (b), (c), and (d) show the activity of the model projected onto the
vPOAH − wPOAH plane, at the ambient temperature Ta = 21◦ , Ta = 29◦ (thermoneutral),
and Ta = 37◦ , respectively. For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.

attracting or having a period that is long enough to be diﬃcult to
discern from these simulations.
3.4. Simulation results
The Single Night Measurement simulation aims at exploring
changes in sleep dynamics for a subject who sleeps at an ambient temperature of Ta ∈ {21◦ , 24◦ , 29◦ , 31◦ , 37◦ } for one night. As
the ambient temperature deviates from thermoneutral, more complicated dynamics are observed (see Table 1). Indeed, our model
displays more awakenings at extreme temperatures and the total time awake increases as the ambient temperature moves away
from thermoneutral. The average REM length decreases as the ambient temperature moves towards the extreme temperatures with
the lowest values of average REM length at Ta = 21◦ and Ta = 37◦ .
In a similar way, the REM latency increases as the ambient temperature deviates from thermoneutral with the largest values of REM
latency in the extreme ambient temperatures. Similar to Haskell
et al. (1981a) and Muzet et al. (1983), our model produces a
quadratic relationship between REM characteristics and distance
of ambient temperature away from thermoneutral (Fig. 7). In addition, the night length and the time asleep decrease for nonthermoneutral ambient temperatures (Haskell et al., 1981a; Muzet
et al., 1984). Haskell et al. (1981a) report mean observations across
several subjects with large variability among subjects. Thus, we
aimed for a qualitative alignment with this data.
These observations can be explained by the model. Indeed, our
model suspends its thermoregulating functionality while the REMON neuronal population is active. When the temperature is set at
a drastic value away from 29◦ and the system has been in REM
sleep for too long, the body temperature deviates too far from Tset ,
and an awakening occurs. Thus, awakenings always occur from a
period of REM-ON activity and cut short the REM bout. Moreover,
when the subject is set to sleep at non-optimal temperatures, more
energy is required to keep the body temperature at thermoneutral. This fact requires the system to spend more time in NREM
sleep, where it is able to thermoregulate, thus delaying the transition into the ﬁrst REM bout, and causing a REM latency increase.
The Fixed Temperature Average simulation aims at exploring
the sleep patterns of a subject who sleeps at a ﬁxed ambient temperature for one month (see Table 2). As noted above, the average

Fig. 7. Quadratic ﬁt of simulated data for average length of REM bouts, and percentage of REM sleep for a single night at Ta ∈ {21◦ , 24◦ , 29◦ , 34◦ , 37◦ }. Linear ﬁts
were also calculated for this data, however, the quadratic ﬁts provide the smallest
error.

over the 30 nights was computed for each sleep feature. We observe similar behaviors for the average REM length, the REM latency, and the total time awake as in the Single Night Measurement simulation. However, unlike the data in Table 1, the averages
of the night length and total time asleep over 30 nights is closer to
8 h. The ﬁrst night spent at temperatures away from thermoneutral produces very different results for the night length as opposed
to allowing the subject to sleep at the same temperature for more
nights. Thus, the single night measurements might just be transients as opposed to a more stable solution of the model.
4. Discussion
We have presented a modiﬁed and improved model of human sleep/wake regulation that incorporates thermoregulation and
the effects of ambient temperature. In Bañuelos et al. (2015), the
model displayed features of normal sleep at thermoneutrality in a
healthy human adult, such as the timing and duration of sleep, initiating sleep in NREM and waking from REM, and the number and
duration of REM cycles. By including the effects of temperature
via the temperature-dependent REM regulator, via modulation of
POAH – REM-off inhibition, the model presented in this work displays more realistic trends in the REM latency and duration of REM
bouts. The implementation of a temperature-dependent REM regulator in the model suggests a plausible mechanism for the functional connectivity between the temperature-dependent and REMregulating neuronal populations.
The results of two simulations are presented to show
the changes on sleep features as the ambient temperature
varies. The ambient temperatures under consideration are
Ta ∈ {21◦ , 24◦ , 29◦ , 34◦ , 37◦ }. In Single Night Measurement simulation we compute the solution of the model for 24 h at each
ambient temperature. For the Fixed Temperature Average simulation the solution was computed for 30 consecutive nights at
each of the ﬁve ambient temperatures. Results for the Single Night
Measurement and Fixed Temperature Average simulations are
presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
As can be observed, the overall length of the night decreases
when the ambient temperature in the model is set to temperatures away from thermoneutral. Additionally, nights held at temperatures away from thermoneutral show signiﬁcantly less time
spent in REM sleep and lengthened periods of REM latency.
The REM latency increase in the nights spent at unfavorable
temperatures may be due to the increase in energy required to
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maintain an appropriate core body temperature. This requires the
model to spend more time in NREM sleep, where it is able to thermoregulate, thus delaying the transition into the ﬁrst REM bout.
Similarly, during the night, once in a REM bout, the lack of thermoregulating will cause the body temperature to deviate from its
optimal temperature. Once the body becomes too hot or too cold,
a brief awakening will occur, disrupting the REM bout, and ultimately the system will fall back into NREM sleep. These disruptions throughout the night lead to a decrease in the overall length
of time spent in REM sleep.
Among data in the literature for human sleep there are substantial quantitative differences as well as a conﬂicting qualitative
difference in whether warmer or cooler non-thermoneutral temperatures have a greater impact on REM duration (Haskell et al.,
1981a; Muzet et al., 1983). As such, we aim to capture qualitative
agreement with experimental results. The Fixed Temperature Average simulation was done as a ﬁrst step toward answering the question: How might experimental subjects’ sleep behavior change if
they were sleeping at a particular temperature for many nights and
then data were collected? Generally, this is an uncommon set up
for experimental sleep studies. So, we hope that our results here
and our future modeling efforts aid in determining these long-term
effects, perhaps inspiring a new and different direction for experimental studies to pursue. This is experimental data we need in
order to improve our model.
While the mathematical model has a simple periodic orbit
at 29◦ , Fig. 6 shows that the orbits may become more complicated at other temperatures. In these cases, the model still showed
sleep onset at an appropriate circadian phase, but waking phases
and sleep quantities varied as the model had either four or ﬁve
REM/NREM cycles. Numerically, these quantities varied in a pattern of ﬁve days at 34C and seven days for 37◦ (results not shown);
we will investigate the mathematical properties of these orbits in
future work. These model dynamics may also have biological signiﬁcance; in fact, more complex dynamics than anticipated are
sometimes observed in experimental sleep protocols. Temperature
is only one of many external factors that interact with sleep, and
perturbed sleep need not be periodic (McCauley et al., 2009).
Other perturbations are known to lead to altered sleep dynamics. Human subjects living for months in environments shielded
from light cues reveal the phenomenon of “internal desynchronization,” in which circadian rhythms of sleep and body temperature spontaneously adapt to different periods (see Strogatz et al.,
1986 for a review of these studies and models). Our model results
suggest that subjects who regularly sleep at temperatures away
from thermoneutral may experience altered sleep dynamics as well
as reduced quality during sleep.
It has been shown that sleep deprivation and jet lag can affect
sleep features like those measured in this paper. Given our model,
next steps include incorporating mechanisms for forced periods of
awakening and time shifts, which will allow us to investigate the
effects energy use and thermoregulation have on sleep behavior
in unfavorable scenarios beyond just drastic ambient temperatures.
We plan to construct maps similar to those in Booth et al. (2017) at
various ambient temperatures to investigate trends in homeostat
value at sleep onset.
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Appendix A. Model
Mean activity of each neuronal population:

vi = −ICa (vi ) − IK (vi , wi ) − Ileak (vi ) + Ii −



Isyn

= gca m∞ (vi )(vca − vi ) + gk wi (vk − vi ) + gl (vl − vi ) + Ii −



Isyn ,

(A.1)
wi = λ∞ (vi , v3,i , φi , τi )(w∞ (vi , v3,i ) − wi ),

(A.2)

with i = {P OAH, CRF , ORX, MRF , Ron, Ro f f }.
Steady state activation functions:



m∞ (v ) = 0.5 1 + tanh

 v − v 
1

,

v

 v −2v 
3
w∞ (v, v3 ) = 0.5 1 + tanh
,
v4


φ
v − v3
λ∞ (v, v3 , φ , τ ) = cosh
.
τ
2v4
Synaptic currents, generally Isyn , from neuronal population i to
population j satisfy:

Isyn = gsyn s∞ (vi , v5,i )




v j − Esyn ,

where gsyn is the strength of the ij synapse, Esyn is the synaptic
reversal potential and s∞ is the activation function given by:



s∞ (v, v5 ) = 0.5 1 + tanh

 v − v 
5

v6

.

The synaptic currents from MRF to POAH, IMRF → POAH , and ORX
to POAH, IORX → POAH , include an additional multiplicative term,
synb .

Isyn = gsyn synb s∞ (vi , v5,i )[v j − Esyn ]
where synb satisﬁes

synb =

(0.2 − synb )
50

H (vPOAH − vth ) +

(1 − synb )
100

H (vth − vPOAH ).

This term modulates the strength of the inhibition from MRF and
ORX to POAH, so that it is strong during wake but is weakened
during sleep. This allows for brief awakenings during sleep. For
more detailed information see Section 3.3 in Bañuelos et al. (2015).
The synaptic current from POAH to REM-OFF neurons,
IPOAH → Roff , includes an additional multiplicative term that models a temperature-dependent REM regulator (See Eq. (A.5) and
Section 3.2). For all inhibitory synaptic connections, Esyn = −0.7.
The excitatory synaptic equations, Ei → j , and other parameter values can be found in Tables A.1 and A.2. Further,  Isyn for each pop-
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Table A.1
Parameter values for each neuron population. ∗ τ Roff is described by
a function dependent on the potential of the REM-OFF neurons,
τRo f f (vRo f f ) = 5 + 35H (vRo f f − vth ).
Neuron
population

v3, i

v5, i

φi

Ii

τi

−0.15
−0.15
0.1
0.1
0.18
0

0
−0.1
−0.1
−0.1
0
0

0.01
0.05
1
1
0.1
0.1

0
0.7
0
0
0
0.7

1
1
1
1
0.05
∗

vc (Tb − Tset )
kc + (Tb − Tset )
v (Tset − Tb )
− Tb ) h
,
kh + (Tset − Tb )

1 
Tb = k(Ta − Tb ) + Tm − H (Tb − Tset )

τv

Parameter values

POAH
CRF
ORX
MRF
REM-ON
REM-OFF

Body temperature model: Following Nijhout et al. (2014), we
model thermoregulation as

+H (Tset

(A.3)

where Tb is the core body temperature, Ta is the ambient temperature, and Tset is the temperature the body is trying to maintain.
Tset ﬂuctuates a half degree Celsius around 37◦ according to the
circadian rhythm, i.e.

Tset (t ) = 0.5C (t ) + 37.
Table A.2
Parameters used in the model for neuron populations and body temperature.
∗
τ 3 is described by a function, Eq. (A.6), dependent on amount of metabolic
processes. ∗ ∗ τ v is described by a function, Eq. (A.4), dependent on the activity
of the MRF population.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

gCRF → POAH
gMRF → Ron
gMRF → POAH
gORX → POAH
gPOAH → MRF
gCRF → MRF
gORX → MRF
gRoff → Ron
gMRF → CRF
gPOAH → ORX
gRon → Roff
gPOAH → Roff
gORX → Roff
gMRF → Roff
gTdev
Esyn

0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.2
1
1.1
1
1
0.2
2.1
0.5
0.5
1.5
−0.7

EMRF → Roff
ECRF → POAH
EORX → Roff
EORX → MRF

0.4
0
0
0
19000
2000

vk
vl
vca
v1
v2
v4
v6
v7
vth
vth2
gl
gk
gca
gcir
gh
kh

−0.7
−0.1
1
−0.01
0.15
0.145
0.1
0.01
0
−0.1
0.5
2
1.33
0.3
7
0.01

τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4
τa
τd
τv
τr

vc
vh
kc
Tm

∗

100
0.1
2
∗∗

0.002
12H (−vRon )
20H (−VRon )
0.05
8

The time constant τ v controls the rate at which Tb approaches
the steady state value of A.3, as humans thermoregulate most
eﬃciently during wake and less in sleep. Thus, during wake
1
(vMRF > 0), τv = 1, and during sleep (vMRF < 0), τv = τr = 500
. This
is modeled by

τv = (1 − τr )H (vMRF ) + τr .

(A.4)

For more information on the dynamics of Tb see Section 2.5 in
Bañuelos et al. (2015).
Parameters involved in body temperature and thermoregulation
processes can be found in Table A.2.
Temperature-dependent REM regulator:

IPOAH→Ro f f = gPOAH→Ro f f s∞,v (vPOAH , v5,POAH )syn(vRo f f − Esyn ),
(A.5)
where



s∞,v (v, v5 ) = 0.5 1 + tanh

 v − v 
5

v7

,

where syn satisﬁes
ulation involves a speciﬁc combination of currents with the following forms:
P OAH :

IMRF →POAH + ICRF →POAH + IORX→POAH + IT dev + Icir − Ihom

CRF :

IMRF →CRF

ORX :

IPOAH→ORX − Icir

MRF :

IPOAH→MRF + ICRF →MRF + IORX→MRF

REM − ON :
REM − OF F :

IMRF →Ron + IRo f f →Ron
IMRF →Ro f f + IORX→Ro f f + IRon→Ro f f + IPOAH→Ro f f .

Circadian rhythm: The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus acts as an endogenous oscillator generating the circadian rhythm. The input from the SCN to the POAH and ORX populations is modeled as a circadian pacemaker, as in Achermann and
Borbély (1994):

C (t ) = 0.97 sin(ωt ) + 0.22 sin(2ωt ) + 0.07 sin(3ωt )
+0.03 sin(4ωt ) + 0.01 sin(5ωt )
π . The associated current is I (t ) = g [C (t ) + 1] with
with ω = 224
cir
cir
synaptic coupling strength gcir = 0.3. For more information see
Section 2.3 in Bañuelos et al. (2015).
Sleep homeostatic process: The homeostatic drive for sleep
increases while awake (MRF active) and decreases during sleep
(POAH active). The homeostat variable h is modeled by the equation

h =

h
(1 − h )
H (vMRF − vth2 ) − H (vth2 − vMRF ),
τ1
τ2

where H(·) is the Heaviside step function. The associated homeostatic current is Ihom (h ) = gh h. For more information see Section
2.3 in Bañuelos et al. (2015).

syn =

syn
(Ct − syn )(syn + 0.35 )
H (vPOAH − vth ) −
H (vth − vPOAH )
τ3 ( m )
τ4

with Ct = 1 − (Tb − 36.5 ) and

τ3 (m ) = 450 +

300
.
1 + e−(m−10)/2

(A.6)

Amount of metabolic processes that the body needs to activate
in order to keep the body temperature at the set value:

m = H (Tb − Tset )

vc (Tb − Tset )
v (Tset − Tb )
+ H (Tset − Tb ) h
.
kc + (Tb − Tset )
kh + (Tset − Tb )

See Section 3.2 for more information.
Brief awakenings: When Tb moves beyond the interval Tb =
Tset (t ) ± 0.2, an inhibitory pulse is sent to the POAH in order to
induce a brief awakening and restore thermoregulation (Table A.3).
The inhibitory current ITdev is modeled as the product of a conductance with a voltage difference according to the following equations:

IT dev = gT dev sT dev (vPOAH − Esyn ),
with

sT dev = I pulse (1 − sT dev )/τa − sT dev /τd ,
Table A.3
Initial conditions for the solutions of the model computed within this paper.
s=
h=
p=
syn =
Tb =
synb =

0
0.143040288
0.74700922
0.540022121
37.018871
0.3288932122

vMRF =
wMRF =
vPOAH =
wPOAH =
vCRF =
wCRF =

0.094471388
0.48151898
−0.30455175
0.82238168
0.24835193
0.43252662

vRon =
wRon =
vRo f f =
wRo f f =
vORX =
wORX =

−0.55577815
3.9126666e−05
0.52038491
0.2922668
0.15769777
0.6885047
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and

I pulse = H (Tmin − Tb ) + H (Tb − Tmax ),
where Tmin = Tset − 0.2 and Tmax = Tset + 0.2. Ipulse jumps to 1
whenever Tb falls below Tmin or reaches above Tmax . Thus STdev rises
while I pulse = 1 and decays to 0 otherwise. For more information
see Section 2.5.1 in Bañuelos et al. (2015).
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